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ABISTRACT

The steady state fast ion distribution function and the resulting neutron rate are calculated for the condi-

tions of the Alcator A lower hybrid heating experiment from quasilinear theory. First, ion orbit losses are

ignored and the steady state ion distribution function is calculated. It is found that in this case the experimental

neutron rates and neutron rate decay times are consistent with only a small fraction of the incident RF power

being absorbed in the plasma center. This absorbed power is centered in the regime 3.5 < n11 < 4.5. A

Monte Carlo ion simulation technique, which incorporates ripple orbit losses is then presented that calculates

the steady state ion distribution function in the presence of the RF. The results of this simulation require ap-

proximately 50% of the incident RF power to be dissipated in the plasma core in order to obtain agreement with

the experimental results. Most of this RF power is lost to ripple trapped ions. These calculations demonstrate

the importance of orbit losses in determining lower hybrid heating efficiencies and additionally provide a

technique for calculating them.

* Present address: Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 20742.
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I. Introduction

Lower hybrid heating experiments have been carried out in a number of tokamaks. In scvcral of these

experiments the RF has been observed to produce energetic ion tails. 1- 0 In the case of the Alcator A lower

hybrid heating experiment4 6 a factor of 50 enhancement to the thermal neutron rate was produced when

the RF was applied. This neutron production was due to an energetic ion tail produced by the RF wave at

the plasma center. From the neutron rate decay time rX which was longer than 1.5 msec, it was deduced that

this ion tail had a temperature TT > 15 kcV and extended to an energy E,,,, > 50 keV. In Ref. 6 it was

shown that these minimum values for T7 and E,.Z were required by the slowing down of the tail ions on

electrons. For a machine such as Alcator A, energetic ion orbit losses almost certainly affect this energetic ion

distribution function. Since in the ion heating mode the RF first deposits its energy into this energetic ion tail,

the absence of perfect ion confinement will reduce the fraction of tail ion power deposited into the bulk plasma

and therefore lower bulk plasma RF heating efficiencies.

Karney7'8 has shown that above an RF power threshold the ion motion, nnder the influence of the lower

hybrid wave, becomes stochastic. When this threshold is far exceeded, perpendicular unmagnetized ion Landau

damping can be recovered.9 This treatment then obtains a velocity space diffusion coefficient which can be used

to calculate the ion distribution function. This threshold is,7,8

E I w
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For the case of Alcator A (ne ~ 2 X 101 ", Te = 900 eV, T = 800 cV, B, = 62 kG, deuterium, R = 54 cm,

re = 10 cm, Pli = 70 kW and a waveguide area = 20 cm2 ) and for k = 5w/c, we have k_ = 157/cm

and E. = 25 kV/cm. This far exceeds the threshold field of Eq. (1) of E - 4 kV/cm. lowever, this

estimate assumes that the RF power propagates into the plasma core as a well defined lower hybrid resonance

cone. During the Alcator A experiment CO2 laser scattering indicated that the RF waves in the plasma interior

approximately uniformly filled the plasma cross section and did not exhibit well dcfincd cones." In this case in

determining the field E0 we must take the external area of the plasma core A = 27rR2rAr (here as an example

we take Ar = 3 cm) in determining S and E. This obtains E s 2 kV/cmn, which is less than the field of

Eq. (1). Thle threshold given by Eq. (1) applies to the case in which the confining magnetic field is unifonn and

the RF energy is in a single monochromatic wave. In the case of practical interest where the magnetic field is

nonuniform and the RF energy consists of a spectrum of waves the threshold may be lower than given by Eq.

().

In the remainder of this paper we shall assume the validity of quasilincar theory and employ diffusion

coefficients similar to those of Karney.Y Quasilinear theory has already been applied to the Wega experiment

and was not found to be inconsistent.'( Here we shall first assume perfect ion confinement and calculate ion

tails and bulk heating in Section 11. It will be shown that in this case the neutron rates of the Alcator A

experiment can be produced by a small amount of RF power. In Section 111 a Monte Carlo technique will

be introduced from which ion distribution functions and power balance can be calculated. In Section IV this

technique will be applied to the Alcator A experiment using a heuristic ripple loss model. There it is found that

most of the applied RF power is lost to ripple-trapped ions and not deposited into the bulk plasma. Finally, in

Section V the results are summarized.

II. Fast Ion Calculation in the Absence of Orbit Losses

Here we assume that there are no orbit losses and calculate the local fj(D) in the presence of the lower

hybrid wave. We assume that the ions are unmagnetized and use the quasilinear diffusion coefficient for

unmagnetized ions12

~~~~e2f ~ //
() r= 8r 2  _0 dkwLk± k26(k - _w) (4)

where fk 2 =(k

=1 61r2LIkJ)

$(kj) = dze- _E(z)
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where we are considering a one dimensional variation in $(i) along the direction of k(k > k1j). We note that

we can express e. as

8w fki 7rE 2 G(k_±)
= G (5)

where

J0 dk±G(k) = A k±smax - kLmin

(G(k_) is just a form factor for I$(kL)I2). We let the k± spectrum extend from k nin to k±eux. (The

rcinaining expressions are now of the same form as in Ref. 9.) Since f.(6) = f.(v1, v_) and there is no zero

order dependence on the cyclotron orbit angle, we can average Eq. (4) (as done in Ref. 9).

E" 2 ,pbE GkD(vj) = f 2  dkG± cos2 46(w - k v cos )

I e2E 2 W2  dk_ G(k ) (6)
2 m2 v2 k2 (k2 V 2 -W

Then we obtain the diffusion equation

of.(v±) 1 af
t _L(vD(vj0tL

f 
(7)

O )collisions

This equation has been solved in steady state assuming F,(6) = (m /2rT)1/ 2 exp(- MVj)F(vj.

The solution of Eq. (7) isg

F(vu) = F0 exp 1 )Ci

where

C(V-)= 6wnee4 InA v t

m /2 T3/ 2  V V

V_3 9Z 12

VUi 2(2/r)'/2 m,}

v =_T/mi, T, = = T, and F(vx) is the steady state perpendicular ion distribution function. For

deuterium v. = 7.Ovi. The power dissipated by the wave s

2__ * dvF(v_)D(vj)v3
Pd = T o 1 + D(v_)/C(v ) (9)
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The D-D neutron rate resulting from this tail is

RN = n2 f 2ivjdvj(v_)vJ'(v) (10)

where a(v±) is the neutron rate production cross section as a function of relative ion velocity. From Eq. (10) we

can calculate the rate of decay of RA: at the time the RF is turned off

dRN =2 27rv.. dva(vi)v d(vI )
di Io 2L d)

Integrating by parts, using Eq. (7) and noting that89F/ vj| =Z /vI, = 0, we obtain

dRN 2 Ymiv2L D(vs)C(vs) 0

w n TI D(v_)+C(v )Pv±) g(va(v))2rdv± (12)

from which we can define a neutron rate decay time rN = RN /dRN/dt|. We note that in order to properly

normalize F(v±) we let , = mi/(2rTi)6', 6' - 1, and is selected to nornalize f F(vw)27rdv_ = 1. The

power flux incident on the plasma can be calculated from Eq. (3).

In doing these calculations, we need to select a well behaved G(k±). If we let G(k_) = A6(k± - k__),

the resulting diffusion coefficient has a singularity at w/k±0 , which will complicate these one dimensional

calculations and make impossible the Monte Carlo code to be presented in the following sections. 'iis diffusion

coefficient is graphed asD 0(v±) in Fig. 1. If we choose G(k_) to be a parabolic function ofk±, i.e.

G(kL) = g(k_ma - kL)(k_ - kmin) (13)

then the resulting D(vL) and its derivative D'(vj) are well behaved and are simple algebraic functions; these

are graphed in Fig. 1 as Di(v_) and D'(v). In the remainder of this paper the G(k_) of Eq. (13) will be used

in D(v).

Figure 2 shows F(vi) vs. Ej for three different values of electric field E,. We see that ion tails extending

out to tens of keV's can be present for values of E, comparable to those of the Alcator A experiment. If we use

Eq. (12) to calculate rN, we find that the highest value of E = 2500 V/cm results in a rN = 1.7 msec, which

is consistent with the experimental value of rN > 1.5 msec. However, the lowest value of E = 700 V/cm

results in a TN = 0.83 msec, which is clearly inconsistent with the experimental observations. From this we see

that only suprathermal ion tails similar to those ofE = 2500 V/cm can be consistent with the experiment.

In Fig. 3a we apply this calculation to the case of Alcator A (n. = 2.4 X 10"4 cM-3, Ti = T = 800 eV,

BT = 6.2 T, deuterium). Here we plot the ratio between tfie thermal neutron rate and the RF tail produced
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neutron rate (i.e., the neutron rate enhancement) and the power dissipated in W/cm3. We assume values

of E which arc consistent with the indicated RF power being uniformly incident on the plasma core having

r = Ar < 3 cm (the limiter radius is r =- 10 cm). In the absence of RF most of the thermally produced

neutrons originatc from r < 3 cm. In Fig. 3 it is assumed that k,,1in = 3.5w/c and kzjzaz = 4.5w/c, from

which knina and k_,.i, are calculated through Eq. (2) by letting k11 = knax and km-9j, respectively. A

factor of 50 enhancement in the neutron rate corresponds to an incident RF power of 46 kW and to E. = 1640

V/cm. This also corresponds to Pd = 0.33 W/cm3, which for a plasma core volume of 9.6 x 103 cm 3 yields

a total RF power dissipation of 3.2 kW. Figure 3b plots 7N vs. incident power; for this value of E, we have

TN s 1.5 msec. These results are consistent with the Alcator A experiment.

In Fig. 4a we plot the neutron rate enhancement and the power dissipation for the same parameters as

those of Fig. 3 except that here k-,.., = 5w/c and kzin = 4w/c. In Fig. 4a we see that the damping is much

stronger as evidenced by an order of magnitude higher dissipation per unit volume. A factor of 50 enhancement

in the neutron rate corresponds to an incident power less than 20 kW or E < 1237 V/cm. However, this

results in rN < 1.1 msec (from -Fig. 4b), which is not colisistent with the experimental neutron rate decay time.

Values of k,,ax, kiin lower than 3.5 - 4.5 result in damping rates and neutron production rates that are too

small to produce observable plasma effects.

In summary, the preceding calculations show that if ion orbit lossos were absent only a small fraction (<

10% ) of the net incident RF power of 75 kW was actually dissipated in the central plasma core in Alcator A

during ion heating. However, the ion tails calculated extend past E_ = 50 keV, where it is well known that

extreme orbitlosses exist. In the following sections this problem will be addressed.

III. Monte Carlo Simulation Method

In the preceding section we considered an approximate solution of the Fokker Planck equation. The

solution was obtained by balancing the various terms describing the diffusion and slowing down of a particle's

perpendicular velocity. The effects of pitch angle scattering and the details of the dependence of the distribution

function on parallel velocity were ignored.

In a toroidal confinement device with significant ripple in the magnetic field, ions with sufficiently low

parallel velocity can become. trapped in a ripple well. If the trapped ion has sufficiently high energy it can then

drift out of the device before colliding and becoming detrapped. This process will have the effect of removing

at a very rapid rate those ions that occupy a region of velocity space corresponding to high energy and small
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parallel velocity. Furthermore, this is precisely the region into which particles are scattered by the lower hybrid

wave fields. Thus, it is necessary to solve the Fokker Planck equation in two dimensions in velocity space, vj

and MI, and to include the effects of ripple losses and pitch angle scattering. To do this we have developed a

Monte Carlo simulation code.

We wish to solve the Fokker-Planck equation in the presence of both collisions and RF induced quasilinear

diffusion in v. This equatior. is

Of = C(f) + Q(f) (14)
Oi

where

Q(f) = (4xD(z)) f(z)

C(f) = [v2 < (Av1 )2 >

18 &I(

v2 8vEk <Aje + Atief

where z =v2 and e = 0 43/(10 1 fj). Q(f) is obtained from Eq. (7) by the change of variables. Here || refers

to the direction parallel to the initial velocity before collision and I is perpendicular to the initial velocity.

C(f) is due to collisions"1 3 ; the collisional diffusion coefficients are14

< Avy >i + < AvM >e = -C G(tiv) + f G(lev)

C
< (Av1)2 > = - IG(tiv) + G(tv)]

V

C<(A vj 2 > = -[t(iv) - G(t v)

+ 4(tv) - G(ev)] (15)

44
C =81ne In A t't

G(z) = [c(z) - z'(z)]/2X2  (z) = 2 fe-y2dy

We shall use the expressions of Eq. (15) for both iv > I and tiv < 1 in the calculations and therefore require
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a simple analytical approximation to the Coulomb diffusion coefficients. We shall use those of Rcfc. 15, namely

G(X)St P
I + 2pz3'

p(3z + 2x3 ) 2 (16)
1 + 2pz 3  3

Since the ion orbits can be complex, vc shall solve Eq. (14) by using a Monte Carlo technique. In the

resulting code, the ion is allowed to move a small distance along its orbit. At the endpoint of this segment, the

ion undergoes a random scattering event: the time At of this segment is kept short so that changes in 0 are

small compared to the initial velocity components. In this sequence the ion is first scattered in C, then in |vI (and

slowed down appropriately), and then scattered in v_ due to the RF quasilinear operator. In the RF scattering

the diffusion cocflicient of Eq. (6) is employed with the G(k_) of Eq. (13). The scattering technique is that of

Ref. 9. The ion takes a step in x

6+ probability}
Az = (17)

probability (

Here we let

6+() = 1/2(4zD(z))At, (18)

and 6-(z) is chosen by the relation

6-(z+ 26(x)) = 6(x). (19)

Equation (19) properly takes into account the derivatives of D(x) and satisfies the requirement that an initially

flat f(x) remain so under diffusion. In addition, it does not permit ions to diffuse below Vj = w/k±,,". due to

the RF fields. A Taylor expansion of Eq. (19) yields

6+(X) - 6(X) d6:& x (20)dx

We then see, as expected, that this prescription is equivalent to

a = 2(4xD(x))At

d (1< X > =X + At (4xD(x)) (21)

where now 4xD(x) is the diffusion coefficient. Figure 5 shows a typical graph of 6+(z) and 6-(z) for

parameters similar to those of Alcator A and for At = 0.1 psec. The offset of 6-(x) from 6+(x) is due to Eq.

(19). We note that for v_ < 6+(x) = 6-(x) = 0 and there is no quasilinear scattering.
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The Coulomb scattering of e is treated in the manner of Ref. 16. At the end of the tinc step At, a new C is

chosen from a Gaussian probability distribution function, i.e.,

P(e) exp (22)

where

a 2=2DeAt

C1  ~ >= + td~ed r

De -e 2 <(VL2>
4v2  <A~

and $, is the value of ( before scattering. By calculating dtj> and d<O'f the scattering in 101 = v can bc

obtained using a method similar to that of Ref. 17. We obtain

O2= 2D At

dDt,(2DI
Vm < V >= V"+ At + At +i <A Atl >i +<Avii>)

D,= < (Av )2  (23)

The last term in vn is the Coulomb term that corresponds to ion slowing. In the simulations presented below

it was found that this prescription produced the proper Maxwellian distribution function for vj < w/k_,,.

For example, when the dDv/dv term was removed from the expression for v,,, the distribution function no

longer was Maxwellian for v - V2Ti/mi.

Finally, we need a prescription for finding the steady state distribution function f,,(O). It satisfies the

equation
Nf. = 0 = C(f.) + Q(f,,) + S(O) (24)

where S(O) represents a source of ions at v < vii. Here we are treating the case where there is a loss region in

velocity space and a source is required for a steady state solution. The Monte Carlo code solves for g(O, t) where

-T = C(g) + Q(g) (25)

If we integrate Eq. (25) from t = 0 to t = co we obtain
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at -X.i I' %V

If we integrate Eq. (25) from t = 0 to t = oo we obtain
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f adt = g(oo) - g(O)

= f dt[C(g) + Q(g)]

= C(f gdt) + Q(f gdt. (26)

If g(oo) = 0 (i.e., we integrate in time numerically until all ions are lost) we see that

f,,(O) = A f g(O)dt, (27a)

and

Ag(O) = S(O). (27b)

The quantity A is a normalization constant. Similarly, it can be shown that

d'v 1mv2C(f..)=A d d3v mv2C(g)

= steady state collisional power to bulk plasma = PPL, (28)

and

d v mv2Q(f.s) = A dtf df v mv2Q(g)

= steady state rf dissipation = PRF,

or that the steady state power flows are equal to the time integrals of the power flows of the Monte Carlo

solution. From this prescription we can obtain the steady state f,. and power balance from the simulation.

In calculating the heating efficiency, we must take into account the energy of the ion source term; ie.,

PTH = Ag(o)ImMV, where v, is the initial ion energy. The RF heating efficiency is then EFF = [(PpL -

PTH)RFON - (PPL - PTH)RF OFF]PRF. Te PTH term can be made arbitrarily small by reducing imv2.
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IV. Simulation of Alcator A Ioiter Hybrid I Icating

We shall apply the method of Section III to cAlculate ion orbit losses in the Alcator A experiment. It has

been shown that ions in Alcator A are subject to ripple trapping losses due to the ripple 6 = AB/B = 2% on

axis.(18 (lere AB = B,,a, - B,,,i.., B =< B >). lhese ripple losses cause the ripple trapped ions within the

magnetic well (those having vii/v = E < 61/2) to be depleted at energies above Et, where' 8

E( 87r n,e" In Am,'/2 a~i2/5
= (29)

27/2 6

This loss then produces an effective hole in velocity space which is illustrated in Fig. 6. The cfiect of this loss
process will be treated in a manner similar to that of Ref. 19, where ion losses were calculated without RF using

a heuristic ripple loss model. The ion will circumnavigate the torus at r = 0. The magnetic field on axis is
modeled in each of the four wells as

Br() {B (30)B,,(l - 8) | < OV

Here N = 5 and Ois the toroidal angle. # = 0 corresponds to the center of the ripple well. Equation (30) is

true for |01 < I; it is repeated every 900 centered at each of the four ripple wells. During this orbit the ion
is forced to scatter due to collisions and due to the RF several times both within and outside the ripple well. If
the ion finds itself having C < 61/2 while it is within the magnetic well, it is treated as being immediately ripple

lost. This simplified orbit model neglects the effect of banana orbits; however, it is much faster to execute on

a computer than a full orbit model and should allow an estimate of the effect of orbit losses on the fast ions.

Furthermore, it will serve to demonstrate the technique of Section III. These simulations will be done using

Alcator A parameters (ne = 2.4 x 1014 cm 3 , T = I keV, Ti = 800 eV, deuterium, BT = 62 kG, and

f = 2.45 GHz).E, kinax, and ki..n will be varied.

Figure 7 shows the results of following 1000 deuterium ions for 333 psec under the influence of the RF.

Each ion starts off having E = 5 keV and C =- 0.1. Here E0 = 2.5 kV/cm, kim0 : = 233/cm, and

kimin = 150/cm. In this example we do not try to determine f,,(6) by the procedure of Section III, but only

study the time evolution of these ions due to the wave. At energies E > Ti, collisional slowing will dominate

energy diffusion; therefore, in this example, if E < Imi(w/km.z) 2 and if E < E, it is unlikely the ion will

be ripple lost or RF scattered. in times short compared to an energy diffusion time. We then count its energy as

being deposited or "dumped" into the bulk plasma. Figure 7a shows the number of ions remaining orbiting the

torus N 2 that have not been dumped or ripple lost as a function of time. N, is the number of ions-not ripple
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lost. Figure 7b shows the time evolution of the energy lost to the ripple, Elp the RF energy, Eri-, the energy

deposited by collisions into the plasma, EPL, and the energy of the dumped ions, E). EnRjp > Ellp here, as

some of the initial thermal energy of the ions is lost when they scatter into the ripple well. When this simulation

is carried out with E. = 0, after 333 Asec it is found that 91% of the initial ion energy is deposited into the

plasma, with 6% ripple lost (3% remains in ions orbiting the torus). With E = 2.5 kV/cm, at the end of 333

ptscc the plasma absorbs an energy equal to 38% of the initial thermal energy; the RF has deposited an energy

equal to 123% of the initial thermal energy into these ions and an energy equal to 31% of the initial thennal

energy remains in ions orbiting the torus. We thus see that at least for this class of ions and for t < 333psec the

plasma actually cools when the RF is applied. Figure 7c shows the distribution of fast ions at t = 33pisec, 165

pAsec and 333 psec. In a time less than 1 msec the ions are kicked up to energies E > 40 keV.

While the previous calculation illustrates the effect of the RF on the fast ions, it does not predict the

steady state power balance or f.(). 'T'his will now be presented using the prescription of Section III. Each

ion is started with E < T and is allowed to diffuse due to collisions or due to the RF until it is lost. Then

f0* g(-, t)dt is calculated and properly normalized. The normalization constant allows a calculation of the

steady state power balance through Eq. (28). In addition, this code will calculate ANM where

AN : F(E)AE (31)

and is the fraction of ions in steady state located at E, - AE/2 < E < E + AE/2. The neutron rate in

steady state is then (n = n,)

RN = 2 AN a(E;)(2E,/mj)1/2  (32)

and the decay rate of RN after RF shutoff is

dRN = 2 d4O(E)( 2E/mi)/2d (33)
dt n ~ dE4 j dt 33

where18

dEf 2 Ej/2 + E1/2
E 2 2  (34)

Equation (34) represents fast ions slowing on ions and electrons; r, = (3/8)(2/7r)1/2 mT /2 /(m1/2ee4ln A)

and E, = 18 .6 T,. rN, the. neutron rate decay time, is then RN/(dRN/dt) and can be compared with the

experimental time of > 1.5 msec. It should be noted that the decay time of Eq. (33) may overestimate the

neutron rate decay time, as it does not include ion orbit losses after RF turnoff.
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Figures 8a and 8b show the distribution function of fast deuterium ions in steady state for E0 = 2 kV/cm,

kim, = 220 /cm and k_ n = 165 /cm; this corresponds to kima = 5.5w/c and kmin = 4.5w/c.

Fiture 8a shows that the calculated f(v) is close to a Maxwellian for E < 8 keV. Above E = 8 keV the

distribution function is essentially flat as in the calculation of Section ii. Figure 8b shows the distribution func-

tion over a larger range in E. The RF produced tail extends to E > 70 kcV; this tail produces a neutron rate

enhancement over thermal of Ill and a decay time TN = 1.7 msec. The RF power is PRF = 4.1 W/cm3, the

power dumped into the ripple well Pjp = 5.25 \V/cm3, the power deposited into the plasma PPL = -0.88

W/cm3, and the thermal source power PT!; = +0.321 W/cmi3. These RF values correspond to 37 kW of

power incident on the r = 3 cm surface, all of which would be absorbed at this damping level. Figure 8c shows

the distribution function f(v) found by carrying out this simulation for E, = 0. Due to the ripple losses there is

substantial depletion above E = 10 keV. Here it is found that PpL, = -1.14 W/cm3, PRIP = 1.34 W/cm3,

and PTH = 0.197 W/cm3. Comparing the RF to the no RF case, according to the prescription of Section III,

we find a bulk plasma heating efficiency of 3%. The remainder of the RF power is lost to the ripple well.

This previous simulation used 69 ions, yet due to the time averages the resulting distribution functions

were well behaved. However, small statistical errors in the simulation that produce small ion tail changes also

cause large changes in RN as RN is highly sensitive to ions having E > 50 keV. Keeping this in mind, Fig. 8

is consistent with the Alcator A RF ion heating results inr both RN and TN and indicates that most of the RF

power is lost to the ripple well. It requires PR > 30 kW to reproduce the RF heating results, which is much

more than the PpR < 5 kW required when orbit losses are not included. Furthermore when we use values of

km = 5w/c, kzmin = 4w/c, the RF dissipation drops by 2 orders of magnitude and is too weak to have

any effect. Thus the introduction of ion orbit losses requires an upshifting of the range of k,'s in the RF power

spectrum of Section II.

V. Summary

In summary, we have used quasilinear theory to calculate the RF produced ion tails and neutron rates in

the Alcator A experiment. If we ignore ion ripple losses, we find that the experimental results are consistent

with the calculations if only several kilowatts of RF power having a power spectrum centered about kc = 4w/c

are absorbed in the plasma center. However, the RF produced ion tail extends to E > 50 keV, where orbit

losses should be substantial. When these orbit losses are taken into account the simulation is consistent with

the experiment when of the order of 30-40 kW of RF power is absorbed in the plasma core; this RF power is

centered about k = 5w/c. Most of this RF power is lost to ripple trapped ions and is not deposited into the
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bulk plasma. This latter result is consistent with previous conclusions, which inferred that a substantial fraction

of the RF power was upshiftcd to k, = 5w/c.4~~ This latter result also requires substantial penetration of the

waveguide launched RF power to the plasma core.

As previously noted, while the distribution functions produced by the simulation arc reasonably well be-

haved and tend to converge as the number of ions is increased, the neutron rates arc less accurate and are highly

sensitive to small fluctuations in f(E) at high E. To a lesser extent, the RF power deposited in the plasma is

sensitive to the tail distribution function. This can be seen from Eq. (9) forD(vj)/C(vi) > 1

Pd =LT dVF(v)COvi 1 + -- (35)

where I = 67rne In A/(m / 2 T1/ 2 ). Finally, the lost ripple power is determined by the energy of the ion

at the time it is lost in the code; PR!P thus requires a large number of ions to achieve good convergence.

These statistical errors can be minimized by using a large number of ions. Another possible method would

be that of splitting and Russian roulette, 2 0 which would increase the number of ions being followed at high

energies without disturbing the randomness of the code. This splitting technique could be employed in more

sophisticated orbit codes in order to minimize execution time.

In conclusion, these results have indicated that the ion heating results of the Alcator A lower hybrid heat-

ing experiment were profoundly affected by ion orbit losses. More importantly, these results illustrate a method

by which these orbit losses can be calculated for lower hybrid heating experiments.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. RF diffusion coefficients D,, DI, and D' = dDi/dv, where D is composed by letting G(k1 ) =

A6(k_-k_0 ) and where D, is composed by letting G(k±) = (6/A 2)(ki na,-k)(k_-kmin).

ForDo,, k_ 0 = 192 /cm and for DI, krma, = 233 /cm, ki,, = 150 /cm.

Fig. 2. Graph of F(E L) vs. EL for 3 values of E and the conditions of the Alcator A experiment (V =

2.45GHz, n, = 2.4 x 1014, B7 , = 62kG, T. = 0.8kcV), andnz.na. = 5, nmin = 4(n. = k.c/w).

Fig. 3. (a) Graph of the neutron rate enhancement over thermal and the RF power dissipated vs. RF power

incident on the plasma surface having r = 3 cm. Here kama = 4.5w/c and kmin = 3.5w/c, ne =

2.4 X 10 4 cm- 3 ,B7 , = 62kG, T, = Ti = 800 eV and f = 2.45 GHz. (b) Neutron rate vs.

incident RF power for the same conditions as in (a).

Fig. 4. (a) Graph of the neutron rate enhancement over thermal and the RF power dissipated vs. RF power

incident on the plasma surface having r = 3 cm. Here k,,,, = 5.0w/c and kfmi,, = 4w/c, n' =

2.4 x 10"cm-',Br = 62kG, Te = Ti = 800 eV and f = 2.45 GHz. (b) Neutron rate vs.

incident RF power for the same conditions as in (a).

Fig. 5. Step sizes 6+ and 6- vs. EL from Eqs. (18-19) for At = 0.1pssec, E0 = 2.5 kV/cm, k-,- =

233/cm, kimi = 150 /cm.

Fig. 6. Schematic of velocity space boundaries within the ripple well in Alcator A. The shaded region is the

ripple loss region.

Fig. 7. Time evolution of simulation of 1000 ions under RF influence in Alcator A; n, = 2.4 X 10 14 cm- 3,

BT = 62kG, Te = 1 keV, Ti = 800 eV, E, = 2.5 kV/cm, km,, = 233/cm, kmin = 150/cm,

kzma, = 5.7w/c and kmin = 4.2w/c. (a) NI(t) and N2(t) vs. time. (b) Time evolution of

ERp, EaR, ED, and E,. (c) Fast ion distribution function for t = 33jpsec, 165psec, and 33314sec. The

test ions have initial energy E = 5 keV and initial C = 0.1.

Fig. 8. Steady state distribution functions for E, = 2 kV/cm, kim0 : = 220 /cm, kimin = 165 /cm,

k.".. = 5.5w/c, kmin = 4.5w/c, r4 = 2.4 X 10",BT = 62kG, T, = lkeV, and Ti = 800 eV.

(a) RF on: e = Maxwellian distribution. (b) same as (a) except that now E extends to 100 keV. (c)

Same as (a) except now E& = 0.
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